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A PredictionA Prediction

The largest source of “new” water for Canadians in the 
coming decades will be from greater efficiency and 

conservation.

Just as we have come to think in terms of “negawatts”
(Amory Lovins) associated with the range of actions 
to reduce electricity demand, we will begin to think 
in terms of “negalitres” as new water demands are 

met through efficiency and conservation.
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Why think about Soft Paths? 

Supply limitations
a number of surface and ground water bodies have 
reached or are close to their limit for withdrawals
uncertainty and the WILD CARD of global climate change

Capital costs
water and wastewater infrastructure upgrades represent 
significant unmet capital costs -- estimated at $23 to $49 
billion Canada wide 



The Water Challenge

Environmental impacts
water withdrawals & wastewater returns are often 
geographically concentrated, amplifying their impact
development projects (dams & diversions) destroy aquatic 
& terrestrial habitat, introduce non-native species & block 
fish migration
ground and surface water withdrawals can permanently 
reduce surface water flows and availability, alter marine 
habitat and damage fish populations



The Water Challenge

Core of the problem

The trouble with water – and there is trouble  with water 
– is that they aren’t making any more of it.”

(Marc de Villers, Water, 2000)



Responding to the ChallengeResponding to the Challenge

Supply 
Side

Demand
Side

Soft
Paths

Continuum of Water ManagementContinuum of Water Management



A Continuum of Water ManagementA Continuum of Water Management

Supply Side
• limitless resource

• reactive

• How can we meet  
projected needs for 
water given trends 
in water use and 
population growth?

Demand Side
• finite resource

• Often short term, and 
temporary

• How can we reduce 
current and future 
needs for water to 
conserve, save 
money and reduce 
environmental 
impacts?

Soft Path
• finite resource with 

ecological impacts
• proactive

• How can we deliver 
the services currently 
provided by water in 
the most sustainable 
way?



Paradigms of water management

Supply vs Demand



Standard approaches to DSM increases 
efficiency but rarely considers the ecological 

context 

Paradigms of water management



The ‘Soft Path’ for Water

…The soft path for water is an 
innovative and comprehensive 

planning approach  ...

Based on concept of ‘soft energy 
paths’ of the 1970s





The ‘Soft Path’ - Core Principles

Treat water as a service (e.g. 
sanitation, pleasant 
landscapes, agriculture) 
rather than an end in itself

Match quality supplied to 
quality required by end use 
(less than 1/3 of current water 
use requires drinking quality 
water)

Xeriscaping at Abkhazi Garden, Victoria, BC.



The ‘Soft Path’ - Core Principles

Make ecological sustainability a 
fundamental criterion by 
emphasizing ‘green infrastruture’

Strives for sustainability by 
increasing productivity

THE SOFT PATH STARTS WITH A VISION …



Basin residents celebrate 50% reduction in 
per capita water consumption

Growers adapt to drought

9 watersheds off the critical list

Province releases
supply & demand
study

Stable fish populations support 
eco-tourism and angling

Fed-Prov reinvestment 
in hydrometric pays off

Local govts unite 
behind new basin
water plan

Watershed restoration 
investments coordinated

Province
renews 
water 
allocation 
law

Vision Vision 
20502050

……and and 
beyond..beyond..

All new water from conservation 

OUC turns out best and brightest in water

Salt Spring basin watershed management
model recognized at world water forum

Aquifers protected

British Columbia sustainable at last!

Performance targets met says basin water authorityDeveloper
boasts

97% infiltration



‘Backcasting’



Multiple scales – community level, watershed, province

Define sustainable future scenario(s)

First meet basic human and ecosystem needs for water

Distribute remaining resource efficiently 

Work backwards to link present to desired future

Maximize productivity for economic development and 
other social needs

‘Backcasting’



Getting from Getting from ““there to herethere to here””

Improve existing infrastructure

The Residential Magic 6
Toilets, showers, faucets, dishwashers, laundry 

machines, and lawns!!

Example: The Sylvia Hotel Retrofit (Vancouver) –
47% reduction in water use and an increase in 

customer satisfaction



Water soft paths look at water in a different way:

NOT as a demand for water 

BUT as a service provided by water

By looking at water as a service the range of possible 
options expands enormously

Water as a Service

QuickTime™ and a
TIFF (LZW) decompressor

are needed to see this picture.

QuickTime™ and a
TIFF (LZW) decompressor

are needed to see this picture.



Water Conserving MeasuresWater Conserving Measures
Socio-political strategies



Rebates for more efficient technologies

Tax credits for
reduced use

Pricing Structures

Seasonal rates
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Increasing block rates

Water Conserving MeasuresWater Conserving Measures

Economic strategies



How can the cost increase  - yet you end up a paying less 
for it????

ANSWER: change the pricing structure 

… and offer conservation improvements at the same time

??? Question



A picture says a thousand words:

Who has eaten at an all you can eat buffet??

What happens?

…and on average, those Canadian paying flat or fixed 
rates use 74 percent more water than those under a 

volume-based structure

Pay less - use more



Metering

Leak detection/repairWater audits

Recycling & reuse

Water Conserving MeasuresWater Conserving Measures
Structural-operational strategies

Landscape 
efficiency

Soil moisture 
sensors

Watering
timers

Efficient irrigation 
systems



Rainwater an “alternate” source

…for indoor…

…and all you need for 
outdoor



Demand management The ‘soft path’

1/3 reduction in water use          2/3 reduction in water

Immediately possible          possible by starting now to change
with off-the-shelf technologies and            behaviour and perspective
and existing prices (but new                       requires a “new” relationship
pricing structures) with water

Primary driver: Primary driver:
Cost-benefit / Market driven Triple bottom line

Bottom line



Being Innovative –
Promoting and learning from the early adopters

Black Mountain
Irrigation District

City of Kelowna

District of Lake Country

District of
Summerland

Greater Vernon Water

Lakeview
Irrigation District

Rutland Waterworks
District

Southeast Kelowna
Irrigation District

Westbank
Irrigation District



Getting from Getting from ““there to herethere to here””

Solutions exist – they are happening 
… around the world AND here in 
the Okanagan …

The challenge is to accelerate their 
adoption and implement them in a 

comprehensive integrated and 
long-term approach

CALL TO ACTION 
Use a soft path action plan to 

commit your community to 
‘no new water until 2050’



Final thoughtFinal thought

“As we peer into the twenty-first 
century, water conservation is 

looking far more like an 
imperative than an option.”

A. Vickers (2001)
Handbook of Water Use and Conservation


